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Abstract—In reality, most time series observations take the
form of multivariate data that are influenced by many factors.
In real-world modeling problems, too many inputs can increase
calculation complexity due to the many parameters that must
be estimated and resulting in reduced accuracy. This study uses
the Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) method
to apply various data preprocessing techniques, such as re-
gression, Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA),
and Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average with Exogenous
Variable (ARIMAX), for the determination of potential input
variables for time-series data subject to the calendar effect. The
hotel room occupancy rate in the Special Region of Yogyakarta
(DIY), which is influenced by the calendar effect, is predicted
with this method. Preprocessing and correct sampling from,
input data can have an impact on the prediction results. In
general, data preprocessing improves efficiency. The empirical
study shows that ANFIS preprocessing with the ARIMAX
model provides the best results. This model obtained the
smallest root mean square error (RMSE) for training and
testing under the ANFIS model, i.e., 26,025.779 and 67,468,167,
respectively. This empirical study shows that the preprocessing
data that has been corrected according to calendar variations
will positively impact the prediction performance. For ANFIS
architecture, it can be considered to use triangular and gaussian
membership functions with a minimal number of clusters and
the grid-partitioning clustering method.

Index Terms—ARIMAX, ANFIS, data preprocessing, predict-
ing, time series, calendar effect.

I. INTRODUCTION

Amethod that is a combination of Artificial Neural Net-
work (ANN) and Fuzzy Inference System (FIS), which

is currently developing with many advantages, is Adaptive
Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS). In recent years,
ANFIS has been successfully used in modeling time series
data in various fields, including forecasting [1]. Forecasting
is a technique for estimating future conditions based on
historical time series data and can help in planning and
decision making. Forecasting time series data involves uni-
variate analyses, whereas, in reality, most observations take
the form of multivariate data that is influenced by many
factors. However, forecasting, due to the fact that it considers
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other factors that influence historical data, requires other
analyzes.

ANFIS modeling is based on fuzzy sets, membership
functions, and inference systems. Generally, the selection of
the ANFIS framework, such as which input variables to be
use, the number of membership functions to be employed,
and the number of fuzzy rules to be adopted, is done by
trial and error. It is not uncommon in real-world model-
ing problems to build many potential frameworks for the
model. A large number of inputs disturbs the transparency
of the underlying model and increases the complexity of
the calculations needed to build the model. When applying
the ANFIS method, too many inputs can result in many
training parameters, complicating the system and perhaps
reducing the effect of ANFIS itself [2]. Therefore, an input
selection method that prioritizes each input candidate and
can be used according to the ANFIS framework is required.
The selection of inputs includes removing noise or irrelevant
inputs, removing inputs that depend on other inputs, making
the underlying model more concise and transparent, and
reducing the time taken to construct the model [2]. Also,
according to [3], this preprocessing method reduces non-
random noise from data, standardizes the data, and reduces
the effect of scaling the data in the estimation process. The
choice of indicators as input can help eliminate excessive
inputs [4]. Preprocessing and correct sampling from input
data can have an impact on the predictive results.

One time series model, an extension of the ARIMA time
series, is called ARIMAX and consists of the ARIMA model
with exogenous variables. In this model, the factors that
influence the dependent variable Y at time t consist of the
previous Y data over time and other independent variables
measured at time t. Previous research on ARIMAX has
discovered that the exogenous variables also influence the
forecasting results. Calendar variations constitute one of the
exogenous variables that can affect the prediction results
of time series data. In Indonesia, a country with a muslim
majority, calendar variations appear during religious holidays
such as Eid al-Fitr. This Eid holiday exhibits repeating
patterns that vary in length because events occur on different
dates each year.

The Special Region of Yogyakarta (DIY) is one of the
famous tourist destinations in Indonesia. Therefore, it is not
surprising that every year the number of tourists, both foreign
and domestic, who visit the DIY continues to increase. In this
study, forecasting for the hotel occupancy rate in this region
will be done by considering several factors affecting this
rate, including the number of foreign and domestic tourists
visiting the DIY. Data from Central Bureau of Statistics show
that the number of tourists using hotel facilities in this region
has increased every year.

In ANFIS, there are no fixed rules for determining the
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inputs used in the model. This study aims to compare
the performances of various data preprocessing techniques,
including regression, ARIMA, and ARIMAX, and determine
which inputs are most suitable that influence the model.
Calendar variations due to the Eid al-Fitr holiday will also
be examined to discover how they impact the hotel room
occupancy rate in the DIY. This research is expected to
provide information and recommendations that will allow
hotel managers to improve services and government agencies
to develop policies related to the tourism sector. The rest of
this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present
related works, and in Section 3, we describe the materials
and methods used in this paper. In Section 4, we present the
research framework. Section 5 contains an empirical study
using data with calendar effects, compares the performances
of the preprocessing methods, and examines the forecasting
accuracy. In Section 6, we draw our conclusions.

II. RELATED WORKS

This section discusses previous studies related to prepro-
cessing and prediction with ANFIS and calendar variations
in time-series data. In particular, it will examine studies that
focus on using ANFIS for prediction and finding the prepro-
cessing techniques providing the best ANFIS architectures. It
will then concentrate on the prediction of time series affected
by calendar variations.

A. Preprocessing and Prediction with ANFIS

Empirical research on the use of ANFIS for time series
data modeling has been carried out in recent years by several
researchers, including [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12],
[13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], and [21]. Their
research shows that the ANFIS approach is quite reliable and
accurate when used in forecasting.

Preprocessing, and correct sampling from, input data can
have an impact on the predictive results. In general, data
preprocessing improves efficiency and generalization of data
analysis. Some researchers have investigated preprocessing
methods in ANFIS. [3] have preprocessed the data with
autocorrelation function (ACF) for the ANFIS input. Mean-
while, [22] proposed a new hybrid forecasting method us-
ing the combined Multiple Output Dependent Data Scaling
(MODDS)-ANFIS method, where MODDS was used to
preprocess the data.

The data is preprocessed to scale each attribute in the
dataset at intervals according to the proposed scaling method
and improve the prediction algorithm’s performance. [23]
conducted a survey on preprocessing techniques used in data
mining analyses. [24] used the ANFIS and Neural Fuzzy
System method to predict inflation rate. [25] examined the
development of an optimal ANFIS architecture formation
procedure based on the lagrange multiplier test procedure;
specifically, the input selection procedure, the determination
of the number of membership functions, and the rules were
examined. [26] used the imputation method in the data
preprocessing stage to overcome the impacts of missing data
on the observed values.

B. Prediction of a Time-Series Subject to a Calendar Effect

Calendar variations consists of two types, namely, trading
and holiday variations. Trading day variations are caused
by the number of trading days in each month. Holiday
variations are due to lunar calendar system variations. Several
authors have examined the calendar variation models. [27],
[28], [29], [30], [31], [32], and [33] examined the effects
of trading days. Holiday effects due to calendar variations
have been studied by [29], [31], [34], [35], [36], and [37].
Major celebrations such as Eid, Easter, and the Chinese New
Year can influence business activities and consumer behavior
patterns.

A study by [38] showed that ARIMAX provides better
forecasting results for data subject to calendar effects than
feed forward neural network. [39] also developed a calendar
variation model with ARIMAX that showed better forecast-
ing results than the ARIMA seasonal method, decomposition,
and even a neural network. [40] examined the effect of
other variables on forecasting using the ARIMAX and VAR
models. The results of their study indicate that exogenous
variables also influence forecasting results.

III. THEORY AND METHODS

A. Regression with Categorical Variables

The relationship between a response variable and k pre-
dictor variables for subject i is determined by the multiple
regression equation model formulated in [41].

Yi = β0 + β1Xi1 + β2Xi2 + . . .+ βkXik + εi. (1)

where Y is the dependent or response variable, the
Xi1, Xi2, ..., Xik represent the independent or predictor vari-
ables, β0 indicates the intercept, the β1, β2, ..., βk indicate the
regression coefficients, and εi is the error term for the model.

In a regression analysis, it is often not only quantitative
predictor variables that affect the response variables but
also qualitative attributes, such as calendar variations. To
accommodate the existence of qualitative variables in the
regression model, we use binary dummy variables with
values of 0 or 1, depending on whether the observations
are from a population with certain characteristics or not.
In this study, the predictor variables are a combination of
quantitative and dummy variables. The regression equation
is expressed in the form

Yi = β0 + β1Xi1 + β2Di1 + εi. (2)

where Di1 is the dummy variable. The regression model
parameters are estimated using the least-squares method.
Appropriate regression models can be used for predictions of
the response variable based on the predictor variables [42].

B. Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA)

In equation (1), Xi1, Xi2, ..., Xik can be various variables
affecting the response variable. If these variables are defined
as Xi1 = Yt−1, Xi2 = Yt−2, ..., Xik = Yt−k, then equation
(1) becomes

Yt = a+ b1Yt−1 + b2Yt−2 + ...+ bkYt−k + et (3)

Equation (3) is still a regression equation, but it differs from
(1) in that the variables in the right-hand section of equation
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(3) represent previous values of the dependent variable Yt.
These time-lagged values trigger autoregression (AR).

The ARIMA model is widely used in time series predic-
tions. ARIMA (p, d, q) is a combination of the AR model
(p) and the moving average (MA) model (q), as seen in the
equation below (see [43], [44], and [45]).

Zt − φ1Zt−1 − φ2Zt−2 − ...− φpZt−p =

at − θ1at−1 − θ2at−2 − · · · − θqat−q. (4)

In equation (4), the variable Z takes the place of the
variable Y in equation (3). Using a backshift operator,
Equation (4) can be written as

(1− φ1B−· · ·−φpBp)Zt = (1−θ1B−· · ·−θqBq)at, (5)

φp(B)Zt = θq(B)at, (6)

where φp(B) = 1 − φ1B − · · · − φpB
p and θq(B) = 1 −

θ1B − · · · − θqB
q each of which is a stationary AR and

MA process at is a white noise process. at is a white noise
process if a1, a2, a3, , ..., an iid with E(at) = 0, V ar(at) =
σ2
a constant and at ∼WN(0, σ2

a).
The ARIMA model can be used by including only certain

significant lag parameters. This model is called a subset or
additive model. The ARIMA subset model is part of the
generalized ARIMA model, so it cannot be expressed in
general terms. For example, the subset model for ARIMA
is ARIMA ([1 3],0,[1,12]) which is written as

(
1 − φ1B − φ3B

3
)
Zt =

(
1 − θ1B − θ12B

12
)
at.

This subset ARIMA model includes lag 1 and 3 in the
autoregressive section, while in the moving average section
includes lag 1 and 12, with several other parameters being
zero.

C. Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average with Exoge-
nous Variable (ARIMAX)

Time series modeling can be performed not only by using
existing historical data but also by adding other variables
that are considered to have a significant influence on the data
to increase forecasting accuracy. The ARIMAX model is a
modification of the ARIMA model with the addition of a pre-
dictor variable. In general, the form of the ARIMAX(p, d, q)
model is given by

(1−B)dφp(B)Yt = µ+θq(B)εt+α1X1t+ ...+αkXkt (7)

A calendar variation is one of the predictors that can be
used in ARIMAX modeling.

D. Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS)

The ANFIS architecture is an adaptive network that uses
supervised learning and has a function similar to that of the
Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy inference system. Assume that there is
a fuzzy inference system that has two inputs x and y and
one output f . The rule base then contains two fuzzy if-then
rules of type Takagi-Sugeno as follows.
Rule 1: if x is A1 and y is B1, then f1 = p1x+ q1y + r1

Rule 2: if x is A2 and y is B2, then f2 = p2x+ q2y + r2

The ANFIS network in this paper consists of the five layers
[46] described below:

Layer 1: Every node i in this layer is adaptive and has
node function O1,i = µAi

(x), for i = 1, 2 or
O1,i = µBi−2

(y), for i = 3, 4 where x, y are
the inputs to node i and Ai, Bi, are the linguistic
labels associated with the activation parameters
for this layer. The output O1,i is the membership
grade of the fuzzy set A(A1, A2, B1, B2) given by
the input membership function. The membership
function for A can be any appropriate parame-
terized membership function. For example, con-
sider the generalized bell membership function i.e.
µAi

(x) = 1

(1+|−ci
ai
|2b)

where µAi is the degree of

the membership function for the fuzzy set Ai and
a, b, c are the parameter that can change the shape
of the membership function and referred as premise
parameters.

Layer 2: Every node in this layer is a fixed neuron and
represents the firing strength of a rule. Each node
multiplies all entry signals and sends them to the
next node. Typically, the T −norm operators, such
as the AND, are used to represent the i-rule and
obtain the output O2,i = wi = µAi(x).µBi(y), i =
1, 2.

Layer 3:Every node in this layer is labeled by N and called
the normalized firing strength. Each node calculates
the ratio of the first firing strength (wi) to the sum
of the overall firing strength in the previous layer,
i.e., O3,i = w̄i = wi

w1+w2
.

Layer 4: Nodes in this layer adapt to the output, defined
as O4,i = w̄ifi = w̄i(pix + qiy + ri), i = 1, 2
where wi is the normalized firing strength in the
third layer, and pi, qi, and ri being the consequent
parameters.

Layer 5: A single neuron is the sum of all the outputs
from the fourth layer. It is labeled as Σ, i.e.
overall output = O5,i = Σiw̄ifi = Σiwifi

Σiwi
.

The hybrid algorithm learning method proposed by [2] is
used to update these two parameters, which can train premise
and consequent parameters to adapt to their environment. The
hybrid algorithm is a combination of the back-propagation
and least-squares methods. In a hybrid algorithm, the pa-
rameters for the premise and the consequences will pass
through the network. A hybrid algorithm is used because
the back-propagation algorithm used to train parameters
in adaptive networks has been found to have convergence
problems and tend to become trapped in local minimums.
When the premise parameter is obtained, the final output
will be a linear combination of the consequent parameters
[46], namely,

f = (
w1

w1 + w2
)f1 + (

w2

w1 + w2
)f1

= w̄1(p1x+ q1y + r1) + w̄2(p2x+ q2y + r2)

= (w̄1x)p1 + (w̄1y)q1 + (w̄1)r1 + (w̄2x)p2 +

(w̄2y)q2 + (w̄2)r2.

The hybrid learning algorithm consists of two parts,
namely, the forward and backward paths. On the forward
path, the premise parameters on the first layer must be in
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stable condition. The least-squares estimator (LSE) method
is applied to correct the consequent parameters in the fourth
layer. The LSE method can be applied to accelerate the
convergence rate in the hybrid learning process due to
the linear consequence parameters. Furthermore, after the
consequent parameters are obtained, the input data is passed
back to the adaptive network input, and the resulting output
will be compared with the actual output.

In the backward path, the consequence parameter must
be in a steady state. When an error occurs during the
comparison between the output produced and the actual
output, it propagates back to the first layer. Simultaneously,
the premise parameters in the first layer are updated using the
gradient descent or back-propagation learning method. The
combination of LSE and gradient descent in a hybrid learning
algorithm can ensure a faster convergence rate because it
can reduce the dimensional search space in the original
back-propagation method [47]. The procedure for the hybrid
learning ANFIS method used in this study is based on that
of [46].

IV. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

The flowchart of the proposed model is given in Fig
1. The proposed method consists of two stages, namely,
preprocessing the data and ANFIS analysis.

A. Preprocessing the Data

There are three main steps to ANFIS: preprocessing the
data, determining the fuzzy rules, and evaluating model
performance. Data preprocessing begins with data collection.
The data used in this study are secondary data obtained
from visitingjogja.com, which is the official portal of the
DIY Provincial Tourism Office. The data are the hotel room
occupancy rates for both starred and non-starred hotels in the
DIY in monthly periods from January 2008 to December
2017. The number of foreign and domestic tourist visits
to the DIY during the same period are also used. Here,
the DIY hotel room occupancy rate (Yt) is the dependent
variable, and the numbers of foreign tourist visits (X1,t) and
domestic tourist visits (X2,t) are the independent variables.
Three dummy variables are used for the calendar variations,
i.e., the calendar effects of the month in which Eid occurs
(X3), one month before the Eid (X4), and one month after
the Eid (X5). For dummy variables, the value is 1 for time
at calendar variation dan 0 for others.

A data preprocessing process was developed to obtain
the most appropriate inputs for ANFIS. The preprocess
methodology in this study includes selecting and determining
variables that significantly influence the time series data.
The significance of each coefficient variable in relation to
the dependent variable is tested. In general, data preprocess-
ing facilitates efficiency and improves model generalization
capabilities. In this study, a stochastic forecasting analysis
method, namely, regression, is combined with ARIMAX to
capture better information for forecasting. To choose the best
model for the preprocessing stage, we measure the model’s
accuracy using the sum of squared residuals (SSR), Akaike
information criterion (AIC), and coefficient of determination
(R2). The model with the smallest SSR and AIC and with
the largest R2 is said to be a better fit for the data. In

Fig. 1: Procedure of the Proposed Model

addition, the proposed model must also undergo diagnostic
checking to discover whether the residuals meet the white
noise assumptions and are normally distributed. Furthermore,
adequate preprocessing techniques based on statistical tests
will produce more valid and reliable results than determining
the inputs by trial and error or guesswork.

B. ANFIS Modeling for Forecasting

Sugeno’s ANFIS model with an architecture consisting of
the following four stages is used.

a. Determine the input.
In the analysis using ANFIS, we divided the dataset
into 80% training data (96 data points) and 20% testing
data (24 data points). Data from January 2008 to
December 2015 were used as the training data, while
the testing data were the data from January 2016
to December 2017. Based on the data preprocessing
results, the input variables used were the significant
variables in the best model selected. Meanwhile, the
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Fig. 2: Plot Hotel Occupacy Rate in DIY

target value was the hotel occupancy rate in the one
subsequent period. At this stage, the data clustering
method were determined, namely, grid partitioning and
sub clustering.

b. Determine the membership function and fuzzy rules.
Four membership functions were used: the triangu-
lar, trapezium, generalized bell shape, and Gaussian
functions, while the output was modeled with a con-
stant and linear function. The number of rules used
corresponds to the number of membership functions
(clusters) used.

c. Determine the learning algorithm.
There are two types of ANFIS learning algorithms, i.e.,
the back-propagation and hybrid algorithms. This study
applied the hybrid algorithm. According to [2], the
hybrid learning method is more efficient. In the forward
step, the least-squares method is used to identify the
consequent parameters when the input is passed to
layer 4. Next, in the backward step, the gradient
descent determines the parameters for the premise.

d. Evaluate model performance.
After a significant model is obtained, the forecast value
of the training and testing process is then calculated
using the RMSE criteria. The RMSE has the for-

mula

√
1
n

n∑
t=1

(Zt − Ẑt)2, where Ẑt is as the predicted

value, Zt is the actual value, and n is the predicted
amount of data. The testing error (RMSE testing) use
as the measure of the model performance [2]. The best
ANFIS architecture achieved occurs when the testing
error is minimal. The smaller the RMSE of the testing
data, the better the architecture for prediction.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Preprocessing the ANFIS Data Input

Fig 2 shows the pattern in the data during the Eid al-Fitr
period. The calendar variations are repeated and increased
almost every year, except in 2015 and 2017 which show a
decline. The month of the Eid al-Fitr holiday is shown as a

vertical dotted line, with the month shifting forward every 3
years.

Data preprocessing in ANFIS begins with modeling and
estimating data with regression and ARIMA. The regres-
sion model is used to investigate the relationship between
the exogenous variables and the dependent variable, while
ARIMA is used to examine the effect of past data on the hotel
occupancy rate. All models to be used must pass diagnostic
checking. The best ARIMA model is then remodeled by
entering two exogenous variables that are considered to
affect the hotel occupancy rate in the DIY and incorporating
calendar effect variables. As explained in section IV-A, the
Eid al-Fitr holiday is represented by a dummy variable. We
choose the preprocessing model with a number of significant
parameters at the 5% level of significance, a large R2 value,
small residuals, and a small AIC value as the best model for
explaining the hotel room occupancy rate data. Preprocessing
determines the input data used in ANFIS in several steps, as
shown in Table I, II, III, and IV.

Table I shows some significant regression model alterna-
tives, with and without calendar effects. Based on empirical
studies of the regression model, it can be seen that the
hotel room occupancy rate is influenced by another variable,
namely, the number of foreign (X1) dan domestic tourists
(X2) either partially or simultaniously. The number of for-
eign and domestic tourists both have a positive impact on
the hotel room occupancy rate (the coefficients for the two
variables are both positive). The regression models without
a calendar effect indicate that the model with one input,
namely, the number of foreign tourists, is the best model
meeting the requirements of the regression test. Meanwhile,
the best regression model with calendar dummy variables
shows that only the number of foreign tourists (X1) sig-
nificantly affects the hotel room occupancy rate when three
calendar dummy variables (X3, X4, X5) are used. The three
calendar effects have a significant negative impact on the
hotel room occupancy rate. From these results it can be seen
that the number of domestic tourist visits has no significant
effect on the hotel room occupancy rate, so this variable is
excluded from the model.
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TABLE I: Prepocessing Data: Determination of Input for ANFIS using Regression Model

Preprocessing Coefficient (Sig) R2 SSR AIC Dignostic Conclusion
Model Checking

Without Calendar Effect

Liniear regression X1: 12.202 (0.00) 0.708 4.63E+11 24.928 fulfilled the best model
X1

* without calendar effect

Linear regression X2: 1.098 (0.00) 0.865 2.15E+11 24.160 not model cannot be used
X2 fulfilled

Multiple regression X1: 3.944 (0.00) 0.906 1.49E+11 23.809 not model cannot be used
X1, X2 X2: 0.762 (0.00) fulfilled

With Calendar Effect

Regression with dummy X1: 12.427 (0.00) 0.726 4.34E+11 24.879 fulfilled alternative input model
X1, X3 X3: -56664.03 (0.006)

Regression with dummy X2: 1.099 (0.000) 0.865 2.14E+11 24.174 not coef X3 not sig
X2, X3 X3: -7540.367 (0.588) fulfilled model cannot be used

Regression with dummy X1: 4.254 (0.000) 0.911 1.41E+11 23.776 not model cannot be used
X1, X2, X3 X2: 0.744 (0.000) fulfilled

X3: -28453.47 (0.016)

Regression with dummy X1: 12.611 (0.000) 0.736 4.19E+11 24.861 fulfilled alternative input model
X1, X3, X4 X3: -60644.83 (0.003)

X4: -40740.49 (0.044)

Regression with dummy X1: 12.774 (0.000) 0.755 3.89E+11 24.788 fulfilled alternative input model
X1, X3, X5 X3: -64169.58 (0.001)

X5: -71049.66 (0.00)

Regression with dummy X1: 13.032 (0.000) 0.769 3.67E+11 24.745 fulfilled the best model
X1, X3, X4, X5

** X3: -69742.31 (0.000) with calendar effect
X4: -50234.92 (0.01)
X5: -77337.37 (0.00)

[*] The best regression model without calendar variation.
[**] The best regression model with calendar variation.

TABLE II: Prepocessing Data: Identification of ARIMA Model

Model Coefficient (Sig) R2 SSR AIC Dignostic Conclusion
Checking

ARIMA(1,1,0) AR(1): -0.459 (0.00) 0.205 3.833 -0.561 WN alternative input model

ARIMA(1,1,1) AR(1): -0.083 (0.633) 0.244 3.648 -0.594 WN coef AR(1) not sig
MA(1): -0.490 (0.00) model cannot be used

ARIMA([12],1,0) AR(12): 0.508 (0.00) 0.267 3.535 -0.614 not WN model cannot be used

ARIMA([1,12],1,0) * AR(1): -0.384 (0.00) 0.417 2.812 -0.826 WN the best ARIMA model
AR(12): 0.450 (0.00) to construct ARIMAX

[*] The best ARIMA model

TABLE III: Prepocessing Data: Determination of Input for ANFIS using ARIMA([1,12],1,0) without Calendar Variation

Preprocessing Coefficient (Sig) R2 SSR AIC Dignostic Conclusion
Model Checking

ARIMA([1,12],1,0) AR(1): -0.387 (0.000) 0.423 2.782 -0.819 WN coef X1 not sig
with X1 AR(12): 0.448 (0.000) model cannot be used

X1: 7.50E-07 (0.389)

ARIMA([1,12],1,0) AR(1): -0.387 (0.000) 0.427 2.764 -0.827 WN coef X2 not sig
with X2 AR(12): 0.447 (0.000) model cannot be used

X2: 8.39E-08 (0.287)

ARIMA([1,12],1,0) AR(1): -0.387 (0.000) 0.430 2.747 -0.816 WN coef X1, X2 not sig
with X1, X2 AR(12): 0.443 (0.000) model cannot be used

X1: 2.57E-07 (0.252)
X2: -2.05E-06 (0.424)

[**] There is no viable model at this stage
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TABLE IV: Prepocessing Data: Determination of Input for ANFIS using ARIMA([1,12],1,0) with Calendar Variation

Preprocessing Coefficient (Sig) R2 SSR AIC Dignostic Conclusion
Model Checking

ARIMA([1,12],1,0) AR(1): -0.439 (0.00) 0.471 2.554 -0.848 WN coef X1, X2, X4, X5 not sig
with X1, X2 AR(12): 0.368 (0.00) model cannot be used
X3, X4, X5 X1: 1.05E-06 (0.74)

X2: 7.40E-08 (0.77)
X3: -0.145 (0.00)
X4: -0.108 (0.09)
X5: -0.035 (0.66)

ARIMA([1,12],1,0) AR(1): -0.426 (0.00) 0.458 2.615 -0.854 WN coef X1, X2 not sig
with X1, X2, X3 AR(12): 0.398 (0.00) model cannot be used

X1: -4.60E-07 (0.87)
X2: 1.65E-07 (0.52)

X3: -0.156 (0.00)

ARIMA([1,12],1,0) AR(1): -0.433 (0.00) 0.454 2.632 -0.865 WN coef X1 not sig
with X1, X3 AR(12): 0.394 (0.00) model cannot be used

X1: 1.38E-06 (0.09)
X3: -0.166 (0.00)

ARIMA([1,12],1,0) AR(1):-0.428 (0.00) 0.458 2.616 -0.870 WN coef X2 not sig
with X2, X3 AR(12): 0.397 (0.00) model cannot be used

X2: 1.27E-07 (0.08) WN
X3: -0.159 (0.00)

ARIMA([1,12],1,0) AR(1): -0.406 (0.00) 0.435 2.725 -0.844 WN the best ARIMAX model
with X3

* AR(12): -0.422 (0.00)
X3: -0.117 (0.02)

ARIMA([1,12],1,0) AR(1): -0.405 (0.00) 0.437 2.713 -0.817 WN coef X4, X5 not sig
with X3, X4, X5 AR(12): 0.412 (0.00) model cannot be used

X3: -0.108 (0.02)
X4: -0.055 (0.33)
X5: 0.006 (0.95)

ARIMA([1,12],1,0) AR(1): -0.440 (0.00) 0.467 2.573 -0.876 WN coef X4 not sig
with X1, X3, X4 AR(12): 0.347 (0.00) model cannot be used

X1: 1.76E-06 (0.05)
X3: -0.156 (0.00)
X4: -0.109 (0.06)

ARIMA([1,12],1,0) AR(1): -0.433 (0.00) 0.468 2.565 -0.878 WN coef X4 not sig
with X2, X3, X4 AR(12): 0.355 (0.00) model cannot be used

X2: 1.52E-07 (0.05)
X3: -0.146 (0.00)
X4: -0.100 (0.07)

ARIMA([1,12],1,0) AR(1): -0.405 (0.00) 0.438 2.712 -0.834 WN coef X4 not sig
with X3, X4 AR(12): 0.405 (0.00) model cannot be used

X3: -0.107 (0.02)
X4: -0.054 (0.33)

[*] The best ARIMAX model

Table II shows the results for the ARIMA model. In
addition to exogenous variables that affect the hotel room
occupancy rate, it is believed that previous data also have a
significant influence on rate predictions. The results indicate
that the data from one and twelve previous periods affect the
current forecast. The ARIMA([1,12], 1,0) model delivers the
best result.

Because the hotel room occupancy rate data is time series
data, past data can forecast future data. Based on the data
plot, there are no clear seasonal patterns so seasonal ARIMA
is not used here. However, the Eid holiday period shows
an increasing pattern at these times. Data from one and
twelve months previously have a significant effect on the

hotel occupancy rate; in particular, a model utilizing this data
has the largest R2 and the smallest SSR and AIC values
for the ARIMA([1,12],1,0) model. This best ARIMA model
is then used to build the ARIMAX model.

Tables III and IV show the ARIMA modeling re-
sults obtained by adding exogenous variables, namely, the
numbers of foreign and domestic tourist visits and the
Eid calendar effect variable as independent variables. The
ARIMA([1,12],1,0) model with the calendar effect for the
month in which Eid occurred (X3) is the best model. The
model has independent variables that significantly influence
the occupancy rate which is indicated by a significant vari-
able coefficients, fulfill all criteria, and have the smallest
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AIC value.
Examining Table IV, The exogenous variables in the best

ARIMA model do not make a positive contribution when
the calendar effect is considered, i.e., the numbers of foreign
and domestic tourists were found to be insignificant variables
when combined with the previous one-month (Yt−1) and the
previous twelve-months (Yt−12) hotel room occupancy rate
data. The variables from one previous period have negative
coefficients, while the variables from twelve periods ago have
positive coefficients. The data for the previous month (Yt−1)
can be assumed to be the hotel occupancy rate for the month
before the Eid holiday. This period is the month of ramadhan,
during which muslims fast for one full month and spend a
lot of time worshipping at home with their families. This
is because they do not travel outside the city, so not many
use hotel facilities. This month corresponds to the pre-Eid
calendar month dummy variable, which does not significantly
affect the hotel room occupancy rate. However, things change
if we include the dummy calendar effect variable for the
month of the Eid holiday (X3). It can be seen that the
dummy variable for the month of the Eid holiday has a
significant influence on the ARIMA([1,12],1,0) model. Of
the five exogenous variables used to predict hotel occupancy
rates, it was found that the variable X2 did not significantly
affect hotel occupancy rates. Only variables X1, X3, X4, and
X5 had significant influence. Apart from these exogenous
variables, past data have a big influence on forecasting.

From Table I, II, III, and IV, based on the criteria
for selecting the best preprocessing model, there are eight
models that meet the requirements with the best four models.
The four best models are: 1) regression with the number of
foreign tourist visits variable (X1) without calendar effects;
2) the regression with the calendar effect, i.e. utilizing the
number of foreign tourist visits (X1) and the calendar effects
during, a month before and a month after Eid (X3, X4, and
X5), 3) the ARIMA ([1,12],1,0) without calendar effect, and
4) the ARIMA ([1,12],1,0) model with calendar effect for the
month of Eid (X3). These models were chosen because all
their independent variables have a significant effect on the
hotel room occupancy rate and pass diagnostic checking. The
models have the largest R2 and the smallest AIC values in
their class. The best model along with other models that meet
the requirements, in the next stage are used as an alternative
model to determine the ANFIS input variable.

B. Forecasting Accuracy of the Proposed ANFIS Method

Forecasting with the ANFIS method was performed ac-
cording to the procedure stage, as described in subsection
IV-B. The first step involves determining the inputs and the
number and type of membership functions. Forecasting with
the ANFIS method is done by using all the best preprocessing
models with significant coefficients. The data preprocessing
obtained eight alternative models with significant variables
consisting of three models without calendar variation, and
five models take in to account the calendar variation.

Table V and VI shows the results of the ANFIS analysis
without and with calendar variations with several architecture
modifications. The input variable is determined from the
previous data preprocessing. Four membership functions are
used. In this case, the number of rules and membership

Fig. 3: Architecture of the best ANFIS model with 3 input
and 2 rules

functions are limited to two and three because when there
are too many membership functions, there will be more
parameters to be estimated than the amount of data, guar-
anteeing that overfitting will occur. Two clustering methods
were chosen, namely, grid partitioning and sub-clustering,
with output functions of a constant and a linear function,
respectively. In the training process, the error tolerance is
set to 0, and the maximum number of epochs is set to 10.

As seen in Table V and VI, the value marked with
bold typeface indicates the smallest RMSE. The ARIMA
([1,12],1,0) and ARIMA ([1,12],1,0) with the calendar vari-
ations the month in which the Eid holiday occurs (X3) has
the smallest RMSE. The ANFIS prediction in Table V and
VI show that the lowest RMSE training are 27159.608 and
26025.779 obtained by using a Gauss membership function
with two rules and cluster. Meanwhile, the smallest RMSE
testing are 69988.490 and 67468.167 obtained by using a tri-
angular membership function with two rules and cluster. Both
achieved when using the grid partition clustering method. Fig
3 shows architecture of the best ANFIS model with 3 input
variabeles and 2 rules. The best ANFIS architecture obtained
when the input variables are taken into account the calendar
variation. This result shows that the ARIMAX model used to
determine significant input variables at the data preprocessing
stage provides more accurate results than the regression or
ARIMA methods.

Fig 4 shows the plot of the forecast results for the original
data in the training and testing process using the best ANFIS
model. Fig 4(a) shows the training process where the circle
shape shows the original data, and the star point is the
prediction result. Meanwhile, Fig 4(b) shows the testing
process where the dot shows the original data and the star
point is the prediction result. It is seen that the prediction
results can follow and approach the pattern of the original
data, although there are still some data that have relatively
large errors.

From these result, some initial remarks can be drawn.
Firstly, based on these empirical studies, the hotel occupancy
rate is influenced by other variables beyond the past data.
Time lags of historical data contain information for future
predictions [48]. Various studies has shown that, with the
ability to study the pattern data from previous data, artificial
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TABLE V: ANFIS Result with Significan Input from Prepocessing Data without Calendar Variation

Preprocessing Input Clustering Num MFs Output RMSE
Model Variable Type Type MFs Training Testing

Regression X1
Grid

Trimf [2] Constan 57672.932 103181.531

Partitioning

Trapmf 59635.052 118098.932
Gbellmf 57685.989 108255.347
Gaussmf 57354.940 104318.216

Trimf [3] Constan 57201.555 112047.224
Trapmf 62739.147 126373.159
Gbellmf 59176.730 113724.584
Gaussmf 57958.426 112048.735

Sub Clustering Gaussmf [2] Linear 56611.188 117910.658

ARIMA(1,1,0)
Yt−1 Grid

Trimf [2] Constan 37975.184 81227.508

Partitioning

Trapmf 46943.388 77486.333
Gbellmf 41366.088 74431.883
Gaussmf 38773.095 75148.042

Trimf [3] Constan 37519.553 83854.202
Trapmf 46623.828 92390.913
Gbellmf 40993.206 84309.036
Gaussmf 38648.669 82544.181

Sub Clustering Gaussmf [2] Linear 46559.075 91504.404

ARIMA([1,12],1,0)
Yt−1, Yt−12 Grid

Trimf [2 2] Constan 30047.194 69988.490

Partitioning

Trapmf 33011.992 98549.858
Gbellmf 30219.245 95725.934
Gaussmf 29557.367 84195.215

Trimf [3 3] Constan 28212.409 71091.577
Trapmf 30435.774 95629.417
Gbellmf 27575.040 92262.742
Gaussmf 27159.608 70922.423

Sub Clustering Gaussmf [3 3] Linear 28833.444 69391.064

[*] The smallest RMSE of the ANFIS architecture with input without calendar variations.

Fig. 4: Plot of the original data vs forecast data from the best
ANFIS model in (a) the training and (b) testing process

network method is more efficient in forecasting results with
less errors [21]. Also, we can see that the calendar variations
affect the hotel room occupancy rate. The ARIMAX model
and the influence of the calendar variations used in data
preprocessing to determine the input variables for ANFIS
turned out to provide better forecasting results than the
regression and ARIMA method. This result indicates that
it is necessary to pay attention to the effects of calendar
variations, especially around major holidays. The results
obtained indicate the importance of conducting further re-
search to develop forecasting models that not only consider
past time-series data but also the effects of other variables.
We can do this by also taking into account the effects of
calendar variations related to events and the timing of events
in certain areas. Besides, data preprocessing is important in
determining the ANFIS input needed to obtain more accurate
prediction results.

In the ANFIS performance, the triangular and gaussian
membership functions show smaller error values (RMSE)
compared to the trapezoidal and generalized bell functions
both in the training and testing processes. Also, using a
small number of membership functions (clusters) will tend
to reduce the error. The RMSE value in the testing pro-
cess tends to be obtained when using a small number of
membership functions. The empirical results show that 2
clusters (MFs number) tend to decrease the error value and
give the best results. In the use of two clustering methods,
the sub-clustering method shows that the RMSE training
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TABLE VI: ANFIS Result with Significan Input from Prepocessing Data with Calendar Variation

Preprocessing Input Clustering Num MFs Output RMSE
Model Variable Type Type Training Testing

Regression

X1, X3
Grid

Trimf [2 2] Constan 56925.931 102073.835

partitioning

Trapmf 59026.047 117470.694
Gbellmf 57012.195 107556.528
Gaussmf 56627.357 103575.296

Trimf [3 3] Constan 56360.431 108917.522
Trapmf 62262.960 124591.637
Gbellmf 58485.141 111160.573
Gaussmf 57139.162 109193.991

Sub clustering Gaussmf [2 2] Linear 55679.394 117053.973

X1, X3, X4
Grid

Trimf [2 2 2] Constan 50728.948 99153.183

partitioning

Trapmf 52133.088 108908.004
Gbellmf 49981.057 100987.412
Gaussmf 49684.910 98653.201

Trimf [3 3 3] Constan 50046.129 99556.211
Trapmf 57943.283 114896.956
Gbellmf 53053.691 101002.475
Gaussmf 51119.801 99178.103

Sub clustering Gaussmf [2 2 2] Linear 48673.577 108833.142

X1, X3, X5
Grid

Trimf [2 2 2] Constan 54406.879 95892.886

partitioning

Trapmf 57792.791 115125.088
Gbellmf 55386.260 103648.296
Gaussmf 54675.557 98696.589

Trimf [3 3 3] Constan 54245.889 97422.267
Trapmf 60106.453 112637.733
Gbellmf 56084.596 97884.616
Gaussmf 54922.493 96914.921

Sub clustering Gaussmf [2 2 2] Linear 54064.224 105007.211

X1, X3, X4, X5
Grid

Trimf [2 2 2 2] Constan 45363.803 94059.172

partitioning

Trapmf 49279.495 105423.459
Gbellmf 46175.551 96153.865
Gaussmf 45200.885 93562.182

Trimf [3 3 3 3] Constan 45062.803 91820.891
Trapmf 53065.963 116720.669
Gbellmf 47170.872 109608.855
Gaussmf 45735.132 97710.262

Sub clustering Gaussmf [2 2 2 2] Linear 44900.822 94811.387

ARIMA([1,12],1,0) Yt−1, Yt−12, X3
Grid

Trimf [2 2 2] Constan 28743.002 67468.167

partitioning

Trapmf 31802.361 96732.891
Gbellmf 28977.405 92197.854
Gaussmf 28295.001 81286.960

Trimf [3 3 3] Constan 26896.384 102180.111
Trapmf 29643.142 133699.447
Gbellmf 26600.782 133480.064
Gaussmf 26025.779 163272.577

Sub clustering Gaussmf [4 4 4] Linear 27660.067 78326.828

[*] The smallest RMSE of the ANFIS architecture with an input containing a calendar variation.
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value is smaller than the grid partition method, but the
performance in the testing process is better when using the
grid partitioning method. In the training process, the use
of the sub-clustering method shows a smaller error than
grid partitioning. However, when using grid partitioning, the
testing process’s predictions always show the smallest error.
Therefore, the use of grid partition for clustering is better.

VI. CONCLUSION

Based on the empirical results, it is important to pay
attention to the influence of calendar variables in the data.
It has been proven that calendar variations in this case,
Eid al-Fitr events significantly influence data forecasting
and allow ANFIS to produce more accurate forecasting
results. Determining ANFIS input variables with time-series
data containing calendar variations can then be done by
going through the data preprocessing using the ARIMAX
model for more accurate and statistically reliable results
than relying on the trial-error method. The ANFIS model
has the smallest RMSE value when the data is prepro-
cessed using an ARIMAX with calendar variations. This
result shows that ARIMAX can give better results than
other preprocessing models, namely regression and ARIMA,
that not take the calendar effect into account. This study
shows that appropriate data preprocessing has a substantial
impact on forecasting performance. Further research will
be necessary to develop another approach or method that
can be used to determine input variables for the ANFIS
method when exogenous variables and calendar effects are
considered. For ANFIS architecture, it can be considered
to use triangular and gaussian membership functions with
minimal rules and clusters and using the grid-partitioning
method. For further developments, the proposed ARIMAX
ANFIS method can also be applied to other cases influenced
by calendar variations in Indonesia such as Eid al-Adha,
Easter, Hindu religious holidays, and various other events
related to calendar movements.
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